Clear your brands with CompuMark confidence

Give your proposed brands the advantage of best-in-class search expertise, quality and coverage. Our analyst-led Full Availability Search is the gold standard, providing the trusted information you need to make critical trademark decisions with certainty. Reduce the risk of a costly trademark conflict with the industry’s most precise, thorough and reliable search results.

Quality content
Get the confidence that comes from searching the industry’s most accurate source data. Our dedicated quality team reviews and cross-references every trademark record before it enters our database to catch and correct errors. We enhance and enrich data for greater insight and add English translations for goods and services.

Comprehensive coverage
Our experienced Analysts search for identical and confusingly similar marks for all your goods and services in countries and registers worldwide.

Common law depth and breadth
We leave no stone unturned, searching both traditional and online sources – including general and industry-specific databases and websites, domain names and the leading search engine.
Time-saving analysis and collaboration
Get more done in less time with the Analysis Tool on SERION®. Pinpoint key results quickly. Create custom reports in seconds. Manage international search projects easily with SERION Online Collaboration. Review results anytime, anywhere with our Trademark Analysis app for the iPad®.

Search your strategy
Targeting specific countries or registers? We make it easy with a range of search options and packages that save you time and money.

A spectrum of search solutions
Extend your search coverage or sharpen its focus, easily and cost-effectively.

Device Mark Search – Search your device trademark or logo against visually similar marks in countries worldwide. We can also search Community Designs.

Company Name Search – Search identical company names that may constitute a bar to the use and/or registration of the proposed name.

Industrial Design Search – Determine with confidence whether your industrial design or device mark conflicts with an existing industrial design. We can also search Community Designs.

Pharma In-use Similarity Search – Search your pharma mark against our database of names in use in countries and regions around the world.

Domain Name Search – We search for identical existing domain names across the top-level domain names, including new gTLDs.

Social Media Username Search – Expand your search with an identical check of your proposed mark as a username on 100+ social media sites.

Trusted insight at every step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screening</th>
<th>Clearance</th>
<th>Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAEGIS® on SERION®</td>
<td>TMgo365™</td>
<td>Watch on SERION®</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global online &quot;knock-out&quot; search</td>
<td>Innovative, cloud-based research solution</td>
<td>The gold standard trademark clearance search</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact us at any of our global locations at compumark.com
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